HAPPY NEW YEAR

START YOUR YEAR WITH A SUSTAINABLE STEP

Get started, with these sustainable New Year’s resolutions

ENERGY
Resolve to make your home more energy efficient by weatherizing this winter. Add insulation, seal door and window frames. Sign up for the Energize!Charlottesville Energy Center to track your energy bills, get home comparisons, and tips to lower your energy bills.

RECYCLING & WASTE
Reduce the amount of waste you generate from one time use items such as produce bags. Try to reuse your produce bags at least twice before recycling them.

TRANSPORTATION
Take public transportation or carpool once a week. UVA employees can check Zimride and Cavpool to find a local commuting partner.

RESOURCES
1. Find a carpool partner on zimride.com
2. Earn carpooling benefits at virginia.edu/parking/TDM
3. Visit the McIntire Recycling Center (now accepting compost) at 600 McIntire Road
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